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FOREWORD 

This Is a continuing study covering the Evaluation of Ex- 
perimental Fabrics as Alternates for Standard Wool Fabrics. 

.     This report was prepared by the Harris Research Laboratories 
und&r Contract No. DA-19-129-QM-331 Headquarters Quartermaster 
Research and Development Command, Quartermaster Research and Develop* 
ment Center, US Army.   The contract was initiated under Project 
No. 7-93-18-018 B Development of Alternate Fabrics to Conserve Wool. 
Task:    Development of principles to improve the insulating charac- 
teristics and "comfort" of textile fabrics or fabric combinations, 
and was administered under the direction of the Textile, Clothing 
and Footwear Division, Headquarters Quartermaster Research and En- 
gineering Center, with Mr. Constant in J. Monego acting as project 
leader. 

This material is taken from contract Report No. 30 for the 
quarter ending November 18, 1958, the fourthquarter of the contract. 



INVESTIGATION OF PROPKBTIES OP SYNTHETIC 
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Contract No. DA-19-129-QM-1073 
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BEAT AND MOISTORE TRANSFER THROUGH FABRICS: 
BIO-PBTSICS OF CLOTHING 

SUMMARY 

There Is need and growing opportunity to fill in the gap between 
physiological studies of human work efficiency or comfort in relation 
to the task and environssct, on T,:,O l'jsrA3  and pbysircal studies of 
textiles and the enviruament ae. the o^tar hand. 

\ 

These croac-boundary ecudi-as ber.voja physiology, physics, and 
textile science, can be grouped in four main classua: 

J.  Influence of clothing on the hvtt balance of the body. 
^Z. Joflusace on the sense of trc^h and other senses. 
SC. Xaflueace ca sobiliuy cr «Tp^rt of the body,  . J 
IT. Other latervansictta becwAü V^y atd lenrixroamüif,     

Going further, each of theoe cloosje la divided into moen specific 
parts, with examples of problems on which Information is currently needed, 
which can be usefully attacked by maa^c which are available. Certain 
other problems which would require deryalopmant of techniques are also 
Indicated. A list of these precedes the general discuasion. 

\ 
- • / *' 
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i LIST OF PROBLEMS DISCOSSED 

I. HEAT BALANCE 

Relation of tests on the whole man to physical testa. 
Hätheaical analysis aid physical data. 
Wicking, blotting, and the special features of wool. 
Vapor barriers in clothing. 
Hicrodistribution of water. 
Combined flow of heat and moisture. 
Heat effects of adsorption of moisture. 
Heat of adsorption as an inertia affect. 
Heat loss by radiation. 

II. SENSE OF TOUCH AID OTHER SENSES 

TLZTLZ  surfaces, 

Water holding capacity, skin contact and drag. 

III. INFLUENCE ON MOBILITY OR SUPPORT OF THE BODY 

Eue::£j coat of Icous or sue'cr&äate. 
Fatigue spa^liig ttiiects. 
Effects of continuous pressure or restraint. 
Low procure eavirocraesits; an'ui-G suits, ventilated or heated 

clothing. 
Clothing design in relation to wicking and ventilation. 

IV. OTHER WAYS IN WHICH CLOITCNG HTCRVENES BETWEEN THE BODY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT 

Wind penetration. 
Rain, mist, droplets, particles. 
Biophyaicc of "bulletproof" vests. 
Special problems of vl?ion, hearing, face, and hands» 
Sunlight and heat effects of nuclear weapons. 
Industrial heat problems, fire fighting, and hot environments. 
Absorptive, transmieslve properties of fibers« 
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Z. HEAT BAIAWCE 

Relation of tasts-ca-the ^faole ngg to phyeleal tests; 

The work of maqr physiologists, and eapecially that of Rubner, 

Du Bols, Wlaalov, and Herrlngton, has shown that the heat balance 

of the body can be completely accounted for in terms of measurable 

physical quantities. Much has been and such more needs to be 

accomplished by studies on the vfaole man involving environment r 

clothing, task, and rate of activity. However, the role of individual 

items of clothing or types of fabric tends to be diluted in whole man 

teats, because of the availability of alternate methods of heat balance 

through other areas, auch aa the face, the lungs, or the extremities• 

Hence whole man testa of clothing or equipment tend to be feasibility 

teets, and, wLild iiv^.rr^Lusl'Mue ücv u.)C>ju3ir^ aif'auCo uc budy UOT*- 

ment and task perfocmauc« a^e pcxvly suited to coai^ar:l£g clothing 

structures aa such. The ttxuk of find lag the optimcm bclance of com- 

ponents of clothing in diffocent ar&is cos. be guided by teüts ca the 

separate components, at great savings of tima, money, ai;d utilization 

of complex whole man teat facilities. 

A necessary condition in ordtxr that physical testing of separate 

parts shall correlate veil with whole man tasting ic that tea physical 

testing shall realistically combine the two chief modes of heat trans- 

fer, direct heat flow down a temperature differauce, and heat loss by 

evaporation of sweat* These lateract because the water which is secreted 
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at ehe skin may either vlck into the clothing, or evaporate at the 

skin and condense In the clothing. Once In the clothing, water 

changes not only the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity of 

the clothing, bat also the vapor pressure differences and tsmpera- 

ture differences which govern both heat and vapor loss« 

Mathemattca?. analysis and physical data; 

There is need for advanced mathenatlcal study based on the 

differential equations of the interacting flow of heat and water 

vapor or water, and for experimental study of the amounts of water 

present, the temperatures, and vapor pressures *: different levels 

in the clothing under realistic and widely ranging conditions. Com- 

puter techniques are probably required for best application of the 

mathematical analysis, but much pro-jivsco ta needed In finding the 

physical limits Justifying the simplifying ausumptiona required for 

even computer handling. Hcwever, a simplified approach using the 

principles of multiple plate distillation, as handled for chemical 

er-gineering purposes, could be Instructive. Hottel and Chen's work 

at MIT on the propagation of pulses of heat in clothing can probably 

be modified to apply to normal changes of heat production in normal 

environments. Woodcock at the Quartermaster Laboratories at Natick 

has proposed electrical analog methods which should be tested more 

extensively, and fitted to physical data obtained either in whole 

man or physical tests. A beginning on the measurement of water eon- 

tents in real clothing situations has been made by the Quartermaster, 
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In such studies as the Mt. Washington field test of vapor barriers 

in clothing and in asny others, as recently discussed by Venderbie. 

Actual field tests, or tests in climatic chambers are essential to 

resolve the question of the amount of vater really presant during 

use of clothing, thus throwing light on the question of vicking or 

transport of liquid vater. 

Wicking. blotting, and the special features of vool; 

Even under sunaaer conditions, with clothing made ot fibers 

(such as cotton) vhich wick readily, the eactent of spread of sweat 

in the layers of fabric is relatively small* There is reason to 

believe that in winter clothing assemblies the amounts of water in 

Individual layers seldom rise to the levels required for extensive 

spreading by wicking within a layer. The levels required for layer- 

to-layer transport of liqr.ld WMtor, which might be called blotting, 

as a special type of wicking, are even leas often found in winter 

clothing. In 2*ct, f&vjies of the kindc used in Amy winter clothing 

must be "wringing wot" and very firmly preened together to transfer 

water by blotting, from one layer to the next. Neverthelees, this 

low level of wicking and blotting m&y be "accidäatal," in the sense 

that it is an "uncovenanted bleasing1* ariaing from the kinds of fibers 

used, the particular degree of wettability of these fibers, the degree 

to which they hoi«* their springiness while wet or moist, and other 
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factors, which are unlikely to come together for other choices of 

fibers and fabric manufacturing processes« 

The fact that most Army fabrics for winter use contain a large 

proportion of wool Is probably Important, In securing a special com- 

bination of hairy fabric surface and randomness of fiber-to-fibcr con* 

tact which are difficult to obtain with other fibers. The study of 

the special features which distinguish wool yams and fabrics from 

those made from other fibers has been carried on extensively In several 

laboratories, and Is of importance for better understanding and utili- 

zation of wool Itself, as well äs for Its conservation In emergency, 

by best use of wool blends and other fibers. Parallel studies of 

the effects of other fibers and of the whole range of yarn and fabric 

structure are accumulating, and are proving useful to both fiber pro- 

ducers, and experimeuCzally minded fabric mnnufactorers. 

Vapor barriers in clothing; 

A fascinating poaaibillty, which io only luperfectly reduced 

tc practice, is the use of vapor barriers in selected potions of 

clothing. The general idea Is that the thermal insulating power of 

clothing can be kept higher if most of it is kept cry, while the 

water passage is either prevented, or localised in certain «^e£s. One 

design is Illustrated by small holes ea>:h perhaps half an inch in dia- 

meter, spaced at three i^ch intervale, as in polyethylene bogs for 

vegetables; another is complete coverage of, say, the onink, with 

no barriers on the limbs. The selection of areas, and the degree of 
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impermeablllcy required, as well as the practical means of doing it, 

remain to be worked out in many details. Possibly the new micro- 

porous plastic films, which permit seme passage of water vapor but 

no passage of liquid water, may be useful here. 

Microdistribution of water; 

More emphasis than in the past should be placed on the dis- 

tillation of vapor from layer to layer, and on the influence of the 

temperature as it changes through the thickness of the clothing on 

the.  condes^&cios of aois'^ire within the layers and each single layer. 

The water chemically adsorbed within the fibers is only part of the 

picture; consideration of this "non-liquid" water needs to be com- 

bined with a micropicture of the location of the "liquid" water. This 

sisrepictx:« d^s^s c^ sach ca ZZA acs^ar a^ä f/os  cf fil-%jr-ro-fiber 

contacts, and the detail»!! trcr^ace ctincture of tha fibers, as on the 

wettabillty or contact anglae. Thu?, Schwartz at Harris Rcuoarch 

Laboratories has shown that the ridgar and valleys on the surface of 

usual viscose rayon prcmote cai>Liltcr? £7.c*i along tha surface of the 

individual fibers, while the smooth surfaces of other msniutue fibers, 

uogether with the instability of a loeg cyiiiifirionl form for liquids 

causes liquids to ciaüd in separate druys on such fibers, like the 

beads of dew on a spicsr veb. 

TtMlxt, .- yriÄi. 'lux- cu;-wcr.;*'iA-/-i>iBföK. i--ja.'iE>y *ii- xc* ■z^u 

Quartermaster on capillary flow vhctra tha fabric dips Into ezd can 

bee«.  saturated by water, much more is needed on the sub-flow range 

of water content since this corresponds to a wide range of clothing 
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conditions. Hollies In work done for the Quartermaster at Harris 

Research Laboratories has shown that there are several possible 

types of distribution of liquid water in fabrics, depending on the 

chemical nature and type of fiber, and its physical micro-orientation 

with respect to other fibers and the fabric plane. The studies of 

fiber geooietry in yarns at Fabric Research L&ooratories and at MIT, 

and of elementary fiber capillarity by Schwartz at Harris Research 

Laboratory, together with studies on absorbency at DuFont, Personal 

Products Corporation, and elsewhere provide the Jump-off point for 

a detailed study of water di6tri> atlon in textiles at the micro- 

structure level. 

Techniques are at hand to make a beginning. Water distribu- 

tion can be seen with lew power, deep field microscopes, or can be 

inferred from the locations of deposit of soluble fyes which are 

not absorbed by the fiber. Alternatively, pcrticles of varer soluble 

dyes can be applied to the fibers before spinning, to form a water- 

sensitive layer, like those ui»ed in dip sad paint children's color 

books in which the color is brought out by using water alone on the 

brush. Application after fabric formaLlon muy be possible, but in- 

volves the hazard that the distribution will be governed by the dry- 

ing of the medium used to suspend tha par'-f.cles of dye. This is parti- 

cularly unfortunate, since typical wool fabric structures, a most 

important class, are only developed by wet processing. A possibility 

is that the water can be held in place in the fabric by freezing, 
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followed by appropriat« technlqueg to «how where the water was located. 

This rather laborious effort on the details of mlcrodlstrlbu- 

tion of water In fabrics Is isiportant for rational understanding of 

the differences between different types of fabric structures, sich as 

the relatively loose and random arrangement of fibers in woolen fabrics 

or the more regular arrangemenc of worsted or cotton-spuu yams; for 

the gradation of regularity with non-wool concent, In worsted spun 

blends, and for comparisons of such diverse structures as frieze, 

pile or fur-like fabrics, cotton or synthetic fiber batts, needled 

felts, bonded non-wovens, or even assemblies of feathers and dovn, or 

foamed plastic sheets or mlcroporous plastic films.    Such understanding 

will aid in the production of wool, or blended or all-cnan-oada fiber 

fabrics with specific propirslas of fusziness or «coothneas, loft or 

density, wicking or noa-wlckiag, blotting or non-blotting, waumth or 

coolness. In terms of optimum fiber cross oecticn and crimp, as veil 

as chemistry, surface finish, end   elastic properties. 

Combined flow of hgat and moiatqre; 

In addition to the whole man tests ouch as the Mount WaHhington 

test, physical studies have been made in laboratory test systems, and 

further refinement in this area is poosible and desirable. 

Hollies, Bogaty, and Fourt at Harris Research Laboratories 

have developed testing equipment and methods which permit obcarva- 

tion of the combined effects of heat and moisture in clothing assemblies 

under dynamic or changing conditions of moisture accumulation.    In these 
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tests, the water accumulates by evaporation from a saturated surface 

at body temperature, in fabric assemblies which correspond to cloth- 

ing, and with temperature gradients down to sub-freezing conditions or 

other temperatures as wished. This accumulation by distillation end 

condensation Is regarded as important. In preference to arbitrarily 

wetting out the fabrics in a manner which would be different from 

the process when clothing is worn, in a recent development, the 

temperature gradient can be established In dry clothing, with 

measurement of dry heat transmission; then sweating can be started 

at a set time, without disturbing the arrangement of the fabrics. 

By automatic control the evaporating surface temperature ess be 

held constant at the same skin temperature as the dry system, and 

the /recess of change of uemperatüre grroalent from insicla to out- 

side can be followed as water accumulates. After about thirty 

minutes e. new steady state Is obtained. In which the ratio of heat 

transmisj-ion to that in the dry condition can be determined, with 

separate but simultaneous measurements of direct heat loco and 

evaporative heat loss. 

The results indicate that a gradient of heat flew and vapor 

pressure is set up such that both heat flow and vapor flow are at 

constant rate, although water continues to condense in the fabrics. 

A second order effect of this Incraacing water content on the heat 

flow is to be expected, but further refinement in measurement or 

longer periods of testing will be required to demonstrate it. 
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Since this steady state of heat and moisture flow Is In- 

dependent of accumulated water content, it Is also largely in- 

dependent of fiber type. Two important features of the clothing 

do depend on fiber type, however. One Is the amount of water held 

back, which depends in part on the chemical adsorption of water in 

the fibers, as well as on the microstruetare of the layers. In 

addition, the transition between dry steady state and moist steady 

state is strongly dependent on fiber type, and shows a distinct 

rise of fabric temperatures when sweating begins. This sudden rise 

of temperature comes from the adsorption of moisture, and has been 

called the heat of adsorption or heat of regain. 

Heat effects of adsorption of water; 

Cacsie ind Z&tfcc:, aud Ä&ZbÄcr. sad SÄ.viag'coc, with others, 

have demonstrated the large tamperatcre rises and quantitias of 

heat Involved in the adsorption or removal of moisture from cloth- 

ing fibers. Measuremenäs of the relative saving is heat loss avail- 

able to the body have been reported to the Quartermaster by Hollies 

and Fourt, but theje aeauurdmenäs involved going from relatively dry 

fabric to moist conditionc, and the energy was measured in a device 

which involved some raSLer arbitrary features of h^at production. 

With a proposed system very similar to that which is now available 

for beginning sweating under clothing in an established "natural" 

thermal gradient, the energy saving effect, if any, of beat or ad- 

sorption can be determined more realistically. This can oe determined 
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either for really dry clothing, such ao one might have put on in- 

side a heated cabin before going out into the vet cold, or for 

clothing already in balance with the wet cold, tinder such condi- 

tions as an increase In work activity and consequent sweating. 

Heat of adsorption as an inertia effect; 

It is by no means certain that high water adsorption and 

correspondingly large heats of adsorption,  for which viscose and 

wool are conspicuous, are correlated with maxiimmi effectiveness In 

oaintalning heat balance or comfort.    Indeed, the production of 

heat in the fabric layer is In opposition to the effect desired 

by the physiological control mechanism, when an area of skin begins 

to sweat.    It will be of interest, therefore, to examine the range 

of changes in molckure coui:&r.t, espsclally since 1.: 'la certain that 

the natural ranges are smaller and further toward the high moistur« 

side, than those used by either Casdie and Baxter, or by Hollies and 

Fourt, 

These tests may have more significance for choice of fiber for 

hot environments than for cold.    FurtheruK/re, the effects of water 

content on other properties, such as affect oa the sense of touch, 

clinging and friction, electrostatic fields or electrical conductivity, 

^iber stiffness, and svel-lng, with its further effect on yam diameters, 

are probably also involved in esaeaoment of suitability for clothing 

use. 
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Heat loss ty radiation; 

The main emphasis in heat flow studies of clothing hcs been 

on the interacting flow of direct heat and of water vapor but it is 

possible to divide the direct heat flow into two parts, one of which 

is heat flow in the sense of energy flawing through material particles, 

such as fibers or air or the skin, while the other is radiation. 

This radiation is the infra red waves which are given off by every 

surface, to an extent which depends on two factors, cue of which is 

the temperature < f the surface, the other, its emissivity or tendency 

to give off radiation« Clean, bright, metals have low emissivity; 

most other materials have high emissivity. We usually recognize the 

property of emissivity by its opposite, reflectivity. A bright, clean 

metal surface has hJ^h r3i7.Ä'".ef.v;*.w7 crrraopoacTing to i&s low amissivlty. 

Both characteristics can be grouped under the term "radiation barrier" 

since the metal surface opposes both the exit and entrance of radiant 

heat. 

If the radiating surffice is hot enough, we can see the red 

radiation, as fron a rod hot stove, as wall as feel the infra red 

waves which are abaorbed by the skin and recognized as heat. The 

wave lengths given off by surfaces at body or clothing teuparatures 

are longer than thoce usäd in infra red photography -at can be made 

visible or detected by never techniqueo, such as the evaporation 

techniques of Saird Asooclatee, and now photosensitive callt} and 

thermopiles* These nay be useful in demonstrating heat leaks es- 

pecially in tests with men wearing complete assemblies of clothing 

and equipment» 
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The possibilities of improvement of normal clothing in 

natural environments by alteration of radiation relations by 

such means as aluminum coatings are rather limited, since Savings 

in radiation effects are connected with increased temperature 

differences, and increase the tendency to heat loss by convection« 

Indeed, a definition of the Insulating requirement of clothing for 

the cold might be that it reduces the surface temperature to levels 

where both wind loss and radiation loss are acceptable. 

However, relations to heat radiation from the sun are quite 

different for different dyes.and pigments, and the Quartermaster 

has information available for adjustments here. Radiation to the 

night sky is a problem in some climates, which might be reduced by 

low emijsivi-y surfai-MS, vuxjacljC.ly ce'ialllc surrfaoA«. la gaaoral, 

however, eruspt where low ecoiGcivlty, high ra-leotivliy outfaces can 

be usvi'l to confront large taapea&tc::^ diiferoncui; acr.vac relatively 

large open spaces, or on the esposec outer surface of clothing, 

there is little advantage in radiation barriers. Cloching for fire 

fighting is a conspicuous good exsmple of a good application; there 

are also some possibilities in hand coverings. 

Radiation relations are also important in protection against 

heat pulses from nuclear weapons, which are consider ad separately 

in section 17. 
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H.    SENSE OF TOCCH AND OTHER SENSES 

Fabric surfaces; 

Hollies and Bogaty have made advances In the description of 

fabric surfaces In terns of warm or cool feel and harsh or soft 

"hand" as well as by analysis of compressibility.   The study of 

fabric surfaces and of response to touch and handling needs further 

development,  to specify the finishing aad structure of fabrics made 

from new fibers.   The textile art has given us a wide variety of 

textures In the natural fibers, with some degree of rational under- 

standing of the effects of fiber diameter, crimp, fulling, napping, 

shearing, and singeing.   The new combinations of fiber elasticity, 

fiber strength and size, fiber electrification and response to 

relative humidity, all give uow uea-ic for iaprwviag our oju&rol 

of fabric texture and mecbarico.   New methods of yarn production 

such as differential shrinkage (high hulk), bonded twioiileue yams 

from short (staple)  flbero, bulked or textured yams, and high 

stretch yams add further diuenolons« 

Fabrics ae structuroo; 

Joel Lindberg in Sweden has made the first large step since 

the work of F. T. Peirce in the exparliaantal analysis of fabric hand, 

that is, the feel of fabrics to the hand, by developing means of 

measuring forces and dioplacenients in the plane of thn fabric.    Backer 

{ at Mir has developed the analytical geometry of yam and fiber struc- 
■ 

tures, enabling one to express the stresses and stains in mathematical 

terms and Hamburger, Platt, Coplan, and others at Fabric Research 
1 - 14 - 
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Laboracoriea hfive applied and extecdod this geonetry, both theo- 

retically and by mo&aurements on real yams«    Thia work is in 

eocvtsant bands and should coatlcue, with the use of these tools 

cf ur.i«.ttandiag, as wall as techniques of sieasuresent, spreading 

to other jvoups* 

Fcrccj J-T^.  thd tMctTiess of the fabrics: 

Another cl^easion of study of fabrics as structures is in 

terms of forces i\crosc or between the two surfaces of the fabric. 

This particularly Involves the motioris parallel to the fabric our- 

face, and the "prickle" sensations perceived by the skin.    A method 

of measuring displacement between the two sides of a fabric, as a 

function of both sidm/ise or shear force, and the pressure, has 

been envisioaod ai; Harris Kecearoh labafraCorias, but wocld require 

new and sensitive insürumantatioa (of ar/aü'.abla but eacpjaßive types) 

to reduce to practice,    "f. would, hiwevor, give a new a>procch to 

the assensment of fal>::ic hand, end to the problems of cllngisg and 

restraint by clothins. 

Slect'-'j.cal effaces; 

There is need for corre'at:lcra of the elctrlcal effacus of 

fabrics v/ith the senca^ions eKpariaoftiV» in tuoullin^ or wdariAg them. 

This includes the obvious effects of electrostatic cfcttrge,   .xtfl its 

dissipatic/n, as influt^nced by rata «ad energy of rubbizg, rotative 

humidity, and finish or contamination,   A biophysical assessment of 

the contact potential between fabric and near-by skin would be an 

c    loratory venture of much interest.   This contact potential is 
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different from the potential built up as an electrostatic charge; it 

Is a potential which exists at any exposed surface, Independent of 

friction* Mecheels In Germany has alluded to possibilities of effects 

related to this, but so far there seems to be little If any definitive 

work in this area. 

The influence. If any, of different fabrics on the potential 

of the skin surface with respect to ground or to the body Interior 

also deserves exploration.   The potential at the skin surface is 

probably more directly connected with sensation than la the con- 

tact potential of the fabric. 

These explorations are suggested both for their own Interest 

and for the possibility that they may throw light on the baffling 

probltsn that people rdcognisse differences betueen carcala nm-made 

fabrics and rayon or natural fibers, as "hot" or "unccmfort^ble". 

In spite of demonstrable lack of dlfforence in heat or moisture 

transfer. 

Water holding capacliry; skin contact, and drag; 

Another possible difference between fabrics compoaed of low 

moisture content mau^aada fibers. In contrast to high moisture con- 

tent or natural fibers, may be in liquid water holding capacity*   This 

Is especially Important in comparing thin, smooth fabrics made of con- 

tinuous filament yarns with thicker, hairier fabrics made of short 

fibers twisted together In spinning.    It Is important that critical 
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cocparisonr bduveen differa-t fibers should always be cade In one 

form of yam or the other, since the contact sensations are so 

different for filament and continuous yams spun from short fibers« 

Recent work by Werden, Fohr.entock, and Galbraith at the University 

of Illinois, comparing different fibers,  in its continuation will, 

it is hoped, give more attention to this point, and to equallizlng 

or using a range of fabric weights and thicknesses. 

Ccplan of Fabric Research Laboratories and Steele at Rohm and 

Haas have shown that the   chemical composition of the fabric blend, 

or chemical modification of the fiber can affect the water holding 

and drainage characteristics of fabrics, as well as the rate of 

drying in the floal phase.   Further correlavrion with subjective im- 

preocsioiis of cjaücc*: trj W-J"  iiu'.u;-;, r»f:..*..:Ii i^a '.»«ra äa^oetaatt ia this 

connection than hear: balazcd aeauurauaawts, ^JTS desirable.    Kuat 

balance measarauauiir ai the whole botiy are vtär^ blur.t tools to ueis 

on this problem, sinca host balance can be obtained by such a variety 

of mechanisms.    Neverthalesa, we are quluo sonoltive to changes In 

heat flow, locally and over all, and oa*?. ra^ojnize dlffereaces In the 

means used to obtain heat balance. 

Eock, Sookne, and Earriä showed tloal: the contact between a flat 

surface and a vet fabric dopezxted on ^.Lo structure, the kind of fiber, 

and the water content.    This cor.-t of ai;uc"7 can be combined with mtjasure- 

ments of drag or friction over the skin, and with whole man studies of 

the physiological cost of varying degrees of contact or drag«   The 
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developmeat of new fibers, end new textured yam structures ties widened 

the field of possible types of contact between fabric and skin. 

It is also worth noting that studies of the final phase of drying 

are closely related to, and may eupplaaent and extend the studies of 

microdistribution of water discussed already. 

III.    INFLDENÜE ON MCBILIT? OR SUPPORT OF THE BODY 

Aside from the readily apparent interest of the bathing suit and 

foundation garment industries, there are many functional problems of 

mobility and support.    One has been discussed, under the influence of 

water content on skin contact and drag, which might alsc be classified 

as a problem in mobility. 

Energy cost of l&ids or resaraints; 

Tha general problem of the energy cost of load c&rrying aud 

«eight distribution in different alteraativec is Important to the 

military, to induotry, sport, and «van ao a matter of ge^ral comfort, 

Sid Robinson's finrling that the eaergy coo'c of carrying one pound of 

weight as shoes on the feet Is equr.! to that of carrying eight pounds 

on the back,  is aoplicable in every day life ac well.    The energy or 

Performance cojt of the restraints 5jap>'Udd by clothing has seLvoa been 

measured, but is easily appreciated.   A characteristic moticx of the 

batter in every baseball game is to free -lie fabric of his shirt from 

his shoulder and upper arm, as he takes his stance.    There are many 

instances where clothing design could be guided, for functionality, 
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by physiological tests and by physical measurement of contact and drag 

as a function of water content.    Similarly, the effort involved in 

b&nding, or in the sliding of one layer over another in the actions 

required for various tasks, or in walking or running, can be attacked 

both on the man and by physical tests.   An example is the advantages 

of a textured yarn liner for sleeping bogs, with less friction cr drag 

on the occupant than that given by smooth fabric. 

Fati ua sparing effects: 

The fati ue sparing effects of resilient flooring or floor 

covering, of lubber heels, and of thick or wool socks versus thin 

ones, are .acts of common experience which could be developed 

systematically, especially with regard to footwear. 

Effaces o2 coutiuu'-rja yr^nütara or rti:vw.:a:'.-.^; 

Aside from the energy cosaa in ImA carrying or friction, 

certain forus or fcirtlam of clothing eaarrt long duration ractralnt« 

or pressures on portiana of the body.    Collars, cuffs, belts, 

garters, leggings, shoes are familiar examples.    It is probably not 

necessary to measure the value of good fit and design in thece matte*.s, 

unless sometime there le n&sd to show the folly and physiological cost 

of some style or fashion feature.   Even In sedentary work chare are 

advantages in good heat balance without restraint or mal-dlßtribution 

of load:    an example la Ba'i-ac'o choice of a monk's robe (but made of 

fine c^ccrlal) for wear while he was writing. 
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However, constraints less open to Individual adjusment than on 

collars or belts can arise, in such forms as the elastic restraint of 

knit underwear, and especially of components, such as socks, made from 

"high stretch" yarns.   Definite hi,nn to the circulation and increased 

foot fatigue can develop from using stretch uocks which have too much 

tension.    This is aggravated by the fact thac many forms of stretch 

socks show a progressive shrinkage with laundering, not unlike non- 

shrink resistant wool.   Better standards of fit and performance are 

needed in the stretch sock industry,  in spite of the popularity of 

"one size fits all" with merchants or logistics officers. 

Low pressure environments; anti-G suits; ventilated or heated clothing; 

Flyers have some special problems of low pressure environments 

and of prevaiuizig tc« caaurirugr^g ol Mood a::ay from the bvaia, 

which requir« epeciar. supporii'as aucl ro;'. ;r.iining structuras  (/.nti-G 

suits).    These cunbine with probldos o.: mobility for special. CAsks, 

and of heating or cooling.    Suits cooliid by forced veutilatiou, as 

well as heated by alecZricity, heve bean rvluced to practice and much 

basic work has gone la::o a-ycimzl ceoign mid diataribttfioc of heating 

and cooling.    S-xae of thef;e designs uor; ba applicable to tank crewman, 

vehicle drivers or cyclists, fuel haKcT.ns.'S a:ad misüile workers, de- 

contamination creus, or Ar jic or doser:: dir.;:ant early wa:r.iing or ob- 

servauion crewe, that is, to men opere'/Jing at fixed sSatloa« or with 

powered vehicles.   The principles may also be applicable to motor or 
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air borne soldiers,  to maintain optimum combat readiness while being 

transported.    The combat soldier on his feet, however, has to have 

clothing which matches with his own activity to an optimum degree, 

without dependence on any other source of power for heating or cool- 

ing than the capacities of the soldier's own body. 

An example of design for increased effectiveness.without external 

power is the wettable decontamination  iuit, which permits evaporative 

cooling without exposure of the skin.    Finding the optimum in this kind 

of equipment involves the ocher heat balance studies already discussed. 

The use of vapor barriers in cold climate clothing presents similar 

problems of finding best balance of many factors. 

Clothing design in relation to wlcking and ventilation; 

In hot environment, the WäÄTiag of sufficient clothing for pro- 

tection from the sun, or frcm fire or ehe heat effects of nuclear 

weapons, is a severe problem.    For heat effect protection, the pro- 

tective clothing needs to be worn constantly.    Everything which can 

be done to promote evaporative cooling within the clothing, by wlcking 

and by providing open channel for ventilation, is needed. 

Work done for the Quarterojaste; at Harris Research Laboratories 

h&3 shown that the restricting effect of the walls of channels rapidly 

increases as one goas below one inch r.r.aar gap, but that little ia to 
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be gained above two Inches. There Is a considerable chimney effect 

of increased draft with Increased height, but with decreasing cool- 

ing effect per unit length, which makes the channel length, In the 

scale available In clothing, lesn critical than the free clearance 

In the channel. However, there are large ranges of actual climatic 

conditions In which the movement of air in a chimney or channel, 

when the movement depends on differences in air density between the 

general environment and the body surface, is less than is needed. 

Clothing design to utilize air scoops, and to make use of 

bellows effects in motions, and the expansion-contraction effects 

of breathing, to move air in the clothing, are desirable. 

A very desirable development would be "tuned" clothing, 

elastlcally supported away from the body with such spring con- 

stants and masses that the clothing movouents would be near resonance 

with some normal rates of body motion. This tuning should not be 

sharp, but should not be as heavily camped as most clothing movement 

is. This is a challenging but feasible problem in dynamic analysis 

and In reduction to practice with suitable elastic supporting and 

spacing materials. 

Whether or not valves of seme kind will be needed, or can be 

used to direct sir flew in such a system is an interesting question. 
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xV.  OTHER WAYS IN WHICH CLOTHING INTERVENES 
'BETWEEN THE BODY AM) THE ENVIROM1ENT 

Wind, rain, and sun are tha clascical antagonists against which 

clothing provides a shield» Military or industrial needs add to this 

list chemical, biological, and radioactive aerosols or fine particles, 

in addition to fragmentation missiles and other weapons. Hazards of 

insects, leeches, other animal enemies, and brambles can be opposed by 

clothing. The effects of fire, and the heat effect of nuclear weapons 

can also be mitigated to some extent by  even conventional clothing, 

and to a greater extent by special means. 

Wind penetration; 

The work of Fonseca and Woodcock at the Quartermaster Laboratory 

at N^tick, eai of Nivsn at the Natioaal Research Council, Ottawa, have 

shown that a much moire soph.'.sclcated approach to wind penetration is 

needed than has been usual theiretofccä. Results obtained by Fourt 

and Harris on the effect of air permeability of fabric on evapora- 

tion from underlying aurfaces also show thai the relation of air 

permeability (as usually aciisunac) to cooling effect io no simple 

one-tc-one correspondence. Work at this ^-Iveraity cf California 

(Berkeley) Xns'clsute of Eaglxoartng Repa^rch, by Dunkle, Gelr, Bevens, 

and Edwards has special it/jerest in being an interpretation in terms 

of aerodynamic concepts of he»: ar.d m»jft transfer, ('onslderable 

further work is needed in thlc ga^>=cal area to obtain an agreed 

upon and systematic body of knowledge and technique of testing« 
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Sensitive infra red radiation detecting devices to measure local 

surface temperatures can aid greatly.   If all this can be combined 

with the geometric fabric analysis of Backer and others, with 

properly understood similitude conditions to go from physical tests 

to man-environment situations,  it will make the physical  tests much 

more valuable in predicting field test results and in screening 

fabrics, perhaps even more discriminatingly than field tests can. 

Rain, mist^ droplets, particles; 

The filtering, watting, and wicking effects of fabrics and 

clc thing structures are involved in resistance to these droplet 

or fine particle agents.    For liquids particularly the capillary 

effects of individual fibers (AS fluted rayon versus smooth fiber) 

and of the surJaca fu^z aauT. lai«rlor .':a"'cic alcrootracsur« are very 

important.   Work of Schwartz at Harris Reoaarch Laboratories lias 

established some optimum ccr.ditior.s with regard to wicking of drop- 

lets, but there are special >oints eunddesrad desirable in fabric 

structure for this pur>oce which require balance with quastions of 

loft, warmth, a--.G strength. 

Biophysics of "bullecyroof" ves££; 

The physical problems of fiber &./. fabric assembly involved 

in ballistic protection mostly lie outcida the biophysics of cloth- 

ing, and are purely physical problems» except in the incorporation 

of these structures in general design of clothing and equipment, with 

respect to burden in terms of pounds load, mobility, and heat balance. 
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The protection of ehe face end ears egainit cold or high 

thersal energy presents special difficulties and is almost a field 

In itself. Likewise, the protection of the hands, preserving 

dexterity and sensory perception, is a unsatisfied problem. There 

is something to be said for extra long sleeves as a simple measure, 

to provide constant protection against high thermal energy, and a 

"Chinese Muff" effect against cold, but comparisons involving men, 

tvui?E:ent, and tasks are required tc settle such questions. Low 

emissivity surfaces on anti-contact gloves, or on outer glove 

surfaces, may be especially valuable, in reducing radiation effects. 

Sunlight ard heat effects of nuclear weapons; 

These eavirooimcail a^eücicü* ar.'e more similar thou might be 

thought at first, vr.th a wave length diaSributloa of energy which 

is relatively similar. The Qcsi;ca:racfcaC(4r ie fortunate in having a 

large scale sol&r fumacji to invesclgaC;« the effects of high con- 

centratlcns of this distrib'ition of energy on comparatively large 

areas, so that eoge effacts can be mir/jsized. Both sunlight at 

the earth's surface and the racicw.im from a nuclear fireball at 

distances compatible with survival hav« baea filtered of a great 

deal of the shortest wave length energy originally present, so that 

the spectral dlutributlon has its peak near the border between ultra- 

violet and visible light, with the bulk of the energy in visible and 

infra red wavelengths. 
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This energy distribution h&s  IAOC to sugsestioas by Dr. Robert 

Hoffmann that reflection by vhite surfaces, such as fibers heavily 

loaded with titanium dioxide or other whitening agent, may be more 

practical than attempts to utilize mecallic reflection. While 

metals are more effective than other pigments in the infra red 

range, they are lover than good pigment whites in the visible. It 

is worth noting that a white due to pigment is more opaque than the 

"white" of white cotton which arises from multiple reflection from 

rather transparent surfaces. 

This problem has had and continues to have extensive study 

at the Quartermaster laboratory and elsewhere. It is related to 

the problem tf fire proofing or preventing heat transfer by tars 

and dijtill&te*}. The eJf.ac-ive^aas oil raJlectors is aJ.so Increased 

and Indeed is dapeaceat apoc the spacing b.ir>raen layars, aac the ex- 

posure of the reflector. The whole problau of heat attezua^loa plus 

durability (survival of the protective s-stam for use agaiust the next 

blast) is complex, but dasarwo thorough physical analysis. The 

mathematical analysis of fabric systea and skin response ca:?ried out 

by Chen, Hottel and Williams of MTT is basic to thece questions and 

should be extended, fitted with ai-ii^ional experimental data, and 

applied. 

Industrial hear,  problems., fire fightj-ag. a^d hot er.vlror«ia^to; 

A more moderate range of radiation problems arises in connec- 

tion with furnaces and fires. Here, external aluminum coatings 

perform very well. The practical problems are chiefly of durability 
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and flexibility. Reflection can be effective where there is a local 

or directional source of heat, and sufficient heat capacity or short 

z-zrs-zix. cf  espnesrt :o par^it tbt clothlag «jstai to vsri eff ar 

»cftsre i-^ x - —- üi«.^ i^z S.»J»-f '"i«"."jy SSVTS 

a.5 a cank f   . «atioa barriers can reduce the 

rate c_ -.-. ^.A  energy wÄ'Mnsfer to the only heat sink, which is the 

evaporating surface of the body. This must be shielded from radiation, 

and protected by coaventionol, thickness dependent insulation from the 

hot air, permitting enough access to air, however, to keep evaporation 

going. Protection of the eyes and respiratory system can became 

critical points. 

Absorptive,, transuiisnlve pr^arJ'lea of fibero; 

In the pact it has usually been sufficient to regard clothing 

systems as non-selective or "blnck" bodies, with regard to thermal 

radiation, but in problems or high «.orgy levels in the ultra violet, 

visible, and infra r>id spectre, selective absorption or transmission 

has special importauea. Physical data on absorption aiid transmission 

are accumulating; la5oyfc»l:l<."ia at high tAi^eratures would be desirable« 

Some of the polyolefin fibors are ccotptfrativaly transparent to infra 

red vavelengths. Tt:e basic properrties of the fibers cac of course 

be modified by dyes, pigments, or fin5.shes, which also require com- 
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Finally, it may be r.otstd tbcz  while c'-.e cc^o^itc, ovc-r-all 

cf fibür biat capacity ere suiiicii.*; -or r.. - zl~-.: z-Lz~  sc-.l-j 

cyr.snics of normal activity and enironir.cnu, the .:: :'.\-zLc.  of the 

effects of nuclear weapon tharxal pulses rccuircs accurate 2;r.o;/- 

Icd^e of he.'.- capacity and uhcir.r.al conductivity all the way up to 

hi '.. temperatures. 

In this consideration of the biophysics of clothing, an efforc 

has been aade to present a broad picture, citing at least a sr.all 

part of the work of other laboratories as well as that of the 

Quarternastcr and Karris Re^aareh Z.iih<;:r.-.tc::ies, with which the 

writer is more familiar. Sijaifi^ant work or. general and special 

problems has been done by the Aru-yred Forces Laboratory at Port Knox, 

by Aerocedical Labs, and Kavy agei.cüaCj, as well as by industrial 

1  ratories of fiber producing companies and many university de- 

partments. It is hoped that anough bxio been presented here zo  show 

that dtetailv-d and practical w: • . or. uar.y important problems in the 

biophysi. of clothing could come froa many research groups. 
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